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WHY BIGPACK GLOBAL?
Competitive Pricing
Our company is structured differently than the other conventional set ups
in the market, our different contracts with units make us the most
competitive option without making compromises on the quality.

Quality Goods
We believe that we can break even on any business opportunity but we will
not compromise on the product quality as we follow the ISO 21898
standards and we would rather back out then to supply faulty goods.

One Stop Solution
Our company is into the manufacturing, procurement, and exports of FIBC
Bags aka Super Sacks, Bulk Bags or Jumbo Bags, PP Bags, BOPP Bags,
container liners, Shade Nets, Mulch Films, Tarpaulins. etc.

On Time Deliveries
We book the orders with firm delivery dates and keep a tight hold on the
production to dispatch the goods on time, our shipping team books
space on vessels and make sure the container is loaded on time.

Hassle Free Service
We are fair and have nothing to hide with our customers, we send weekly
order updates, free production samples if required and a dedicated
team ready to serve our customer on a 24*7 basis.

OUR PROCEDURE
Understanding the Requirements
Upon receiving the inquiry, we make sure that we understand the
customers requirements correctly. We go through all the technicalities of
the bag and get our customer on board with us.

Setting The Right Expectation
We are all about transparency, we would rather loose the business then to
gain it on false grounds. We also expect our customers to be open with us
and that gives us the strength to do what it takes to delivery the order at
the right time and at the right price.

Quality Is Everything
It's the third and the most crucial stage of any order. We follow a strict
quality procedure with the production facilities and no order can leave
without our quality approvals which gives our customers a peace of mind
so just grow your business and give us more and more orders.

Ship it Right
Shipping is a pain if you have not planned it in advance, we make
absolutely sure that we don't miss out a single day when we have to get
the container gated-In at the port. It takes a lot of planning and
preparedness but we do it as we have the right people working specifically
on your shipments.
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